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Abstract

The Profile of Music Perception Skills (PROMS) is a recently developed measure of perceptual music skills which has been shown to have promising psychometric properties. In this paper we extend the evaluation of its brief version to three kinds of validity using an individual difference approach. The brief PROMS displays good discriminant validity with working memory, given that it does not correlate with backward digit span ($r = .04$). Moreover, it shows promising criterion validity (association with musical training ($r = .45$), musicianship status ($r = .48$), and self-rated musical talent ($r = .51$)). Finally, its convergent validity, i.e. relation to an unrelated measure of music perception skills, was assessed by correlating the brief PROMS to harmonic closure judgment accuracy. Two independent samples point to good convergent validity of the brief PROMS ($r = .36$; $r = .40$). The same association is still significant in one of the samples when including self-reported music skill in a partial correlation ($r_{\text{partial}} = .30$; $r_{\text{partial}} = .17$). Overall, the results show that the brief version of the PROMS displays a very good pattern of construct validity. Especially its tuning subtest stands out as a valuable part for music skill evaluations in Western samples. We conclude by briefly discussing the choice faced by music cognition researchers between different musical aptitude measures of which the brief PROMS is a well evaluated example.

Introduction

Perceptual music skills differ widely in the population: from amusic individuals who exhibit impaired music listening skills [1] to highly proficient people scoring highly on musical skill measures [2]. There is growing interest in these inter-individual differences, partly because evidence is accumulating that musical and non-musical faculties are related. For example, music skills have been linked to native and non-native language abilities [3,4].

However, progress in music cognition has been hampered by an absence of modern, objective measurement tools which are both fast as well as easy to administer and psychometrically validated. A variety of novel musical skill measures has been proposed to fill this gap [5–9].
This publication is concerned with the psychometric evaluation of one measure for perceptual music skills (the profile of music perception skills; PROMS [2]; www.zentnerlab.com/psychological-tests/the-profile-of-music-perception-skills) which has already been adopted by researchers interested in music cognition [10].

As most other music skill measures the PROMS requires participants to judge whether a reference and a probe stimulus are the same or not. The comparison can be performed based on different music features such as melody, rhythm, or tuning. While the full PROMS is based on nine subtests assessing a different music feature each, the brief version—which we focus on here—comprises only four (comparison of stimuli based on melody, tuning, tempo, or rhythmic accent) taking about half an hour to administer. The administration time is somewhat higher than that of other novel musical skill measures aimed at adults (11 minutes for SMDT [6]; 18 minutes for the MET [8]; 20–25 minutes for the Gold-MSI [11]). However, in return, the brief PROMS provides more subtests (4 for PROMS; 2 for MET; 3 for SMDT; Gold-MSI includes 2 music measures according to [11] and 4 according to the website http://www.gold.ac.uk/music-mind-brain/gold-msi/) allowing for a more fine-grained assessment of music skills and subskills.

This raises the question of what the PROMS actually purports to assess. We define the measured concept—music perception skills—along the same lines as [2]. The focus lies on rather elementary aspects of music which can be found across musical systems and traditions, such as the use of discrete pitch, tempo, precise rhythms and melodic lines [12]. While this does not render the PROMS culture-free, it allows for insights into musicality which are potentially wider ranging than the Western cultural context. We are uncommitted as to the origin of musical skills, whether they are due to deliberate practice [13] or talent/giftedness [14]. The advantage of musical skill measures such as the PROMS is that they can be used to answer questions regarding the origins of musical skills instead of relying on skill operationalisations (e.g., musical instrument proficiency) which require musical expertise. Thus, the PROMS aims to measure basic music abilities in the general population, including musically trained and untrained individuals.

Whether the PROMS achieves its aim of measuring music perception skills has been assessed psychometrically. Law and Zentner [2] reported high internal consistency as well as good test-retest reliability for the brief PROMS. Furthermore, the full PROMS, with which the brief version correlates at \( r = .95 \), has been shown to have convergent validity with other measures of music ability, i.e. it appears to measure the same concept as established music ability tests. Also, it exhibits criterion validity with various measures of music achievement, i.e. it is related to ‘real world’ variables of musical skill such as musical training and musicianship status. Furthermore, Law and Zentner [2] investigated its discriminant validity, i.e. whether the PROMS is not associated with a task measuring an unrelated concept. The unrelated task was a gap detection task in which participants had to detect short gaps of silence in white noise. Given that none of the correlations between sub-test scores and gap-detection performance reaches significance, performance on the PROMS cannot be equated with nonmusical auditory discrimination abilities.

While these results impressively demonstrate the good test properties of the PROMS, open questions remain. First of all, Law and Zentner [2] established discriminant validity solely with a gap-detection task even though it is known that similar music skill measures suffer from a working memory confound. That is to say that holding a reference stimulus in mind in order to compare it to a probe stimulus requires working memory resources whose efficiency and size can consequently influence test scores, as seen for similar music ability measures (e.g., [3,8,15]). Therefore, we evaluate the relation of the brief PROMS to a standard measure of working memory: digit span. Its forward subscore is usually thought to measure short-term
Secondly, we sought to replicate and extend Law and Zentner’s [2] assessment of criterion validity by comparing brief PROMS scores to values measuring musical training (years of training, musicianship status) as before. However, we also include self-reported musical talent in this assessment in order to evaluate whether musical skill as measured by the PROMS is related to musical talent as commonly understood in the general population.

Thirdly, convergent validity of the PROMS has so far only been established through a comparison with other music ability measures which are, crucially, also based on the judged similarity of a reference and a comparison stimulus. Therefore, we investigate the test’s convergent validity by comparing it to a different kind of task. This new task is based on a music feature (harmony) which is not directly measured by any of the subtests of the brief PROMS. Furthermore, the task (closure ratings) is different in kind to the usual music ability measures as it does not rely on an auditory discrimination between two stimuli. Therefore, convergent validity aims to see whether the assessment of perceptive music skills in one task (PROMS) is related to the same assessment in a completely different task (harmony judgments).

A music ability measure with good psychometric properties is essential in order to investigate the influence of music skills on cognition as well as the underlying reason for why some people are ‘good at music’. Therefore, it is important to rigorously assess newly developed measures of music ability before they are widely adopted. The current investigation does just that for the brief PROMS.

Methods
Ethics Statement
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants prior to measurement and the study received ethical approval from the local reviewing committee “CMO Arnhem Nijmegen” (CMO no 2001/095 and amendment “Imaging Human Cognition” 2006, 2008), in accordance with the Research involving human subjects Act, following the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Participants
Our data are based on main task, pretest, post-test, and pilot participant data principally acquired for an independent research question [16]. The full sample consists of 161 Dutch participants (37 males) aged 18 to 64 (\(M = 22.80; SD = 4.75\)), with little formal musical training (\(M = 4.39\) years; min = 0; max = 20; \(SD = 4.46\)). Most participants (54%) described themselves as non-musicians, 39% as amateur and 7% as semi-professional musicians. 14% reported being left-handed. All were paid for their participation or received undergraduate course credit. Not all participants took part in all aspects of the study. Therefore, the number of people available for specific analyses differs between 53 and 160 (see sample sizes per analysis in brackets below).

Tasks
The brief PROMS was administered in the lab as a web-based test at the end of a testing session. The brief PROMS assesses melody first, followed by tuning, tempo, and rhythmic accent. Participants are asked to judge whether a standard stimulus, which is repeated, is identical to a comparison stimulus. Answers are given on a five-point Likert scale providing a coarse measure of confidence (“definitely same”, “probably same”, “I don’t know”, “probably different”, and “definitely different”). Each subtest includes 18 trials.
In the melody subtest participants hear a two-bar monophonic harpsichord melody twice, followed by the probe melody which can differ slightly by one or more tones. The tuning subtest plays a C-chord whose tone E could be mistuned. Participants are asked to judge whether the tuning is the same in the reference and the probe stimulus. The tempo subtest comprises rhythmically and timbrally diverse stimuli which are the same between reference and probe stimulus except, potentially, for their tempo. Finally, the rhythmic accent subtest uses non-melodic rhythmic sequences played with a rim-shot timbre. Participants are asked to detect whether intensity accents are placed on the same notes in the reference stimulus and the probe stimulus.

In order to measure working memory, digit span was acquired in Dutch. The task contains only single digits which are read out by the experimenter (RK) at a rate of approximately one per second. Participants were tested individually. The experimenter asked them to repeat progressively longer sequences of digits in the same order (forward digit span) or in reverse order (backward digit span) until they failed on two trials of the same length [17].

The closure rating task, which we use in order to measure musical task accuracy, is based on ten harmonic sequences made up of 14 chords played with a piano timbre at 96 bpm; see Fig 1. Participants are asked to judge their feeling of completeness, i.e. to what extent they feel the music stimulus has ended instead of being cut early (seven point Likert scale). Unbeknownst to the participants, sequences end either on an authentic cadence (dominant followed by tonic) or not (dominant followed by supertonic or subdominant). The former usually result in a high closure rating, the latter in a low closure rating. Original sequences are transposed twice resulting in 60 harmonic sequences (10 items × 2 endings × 3 transpositions).

60 participants were required to perform the music task in isolation (post-test participants in [16]). Their data are based on all 40 trials (20 ending on authentic cadence, 20 not) which are entered into the analysis under the label ‘full attention’. Given the moderate sample size, we sought to replicate the findings of this sample with a new set of 56 other participants performing the music task while simultaneously solving a reading task (one word per chord presented visually) or an arithmetic task (one number or operator per chord presented visually) (experiment 1 participants in [16]). The trials analyzed here constituted the filler trials in the original study, i.e. their language/arithmetic dimension was variable but relatively easy. All 100 filler trials (50 ending on authentic cadence, 50 not) entered into the analysis labeled as ‘divided attention’.

Our musical task accuracy measure is novel, requiring some basic validation. Regarding its internal consistency, Cronbach’s α is .90 overall (117 participants, 10 items). This suggests good to excellent internal consistency. Regarding its external validity, our musical task accuracy measure does correlate with the number of years of formal musical training ($r_{(117)} = .21, p = .02$). This suggests that it is related to at least one real-world measure of musical skill.

Analysis

Raw data and analysis code written in R are available as supplementary information (S1 File, S2 File, S3 File and S4 File). The brief PROMS scores were derived from the web-based feedback screen. Per trial, participants receive 1 point for a correct response chosen with maximum confidence, half a point for a correct response chosen with less confidence, and zero points for an incorrect or ‘I don’t know’ response. The maximum possible score, therefore is 18 points per subtest and 72 points overall. For forward and backward digit span we used the number of correct trials. For the closure rating task we derived a difference score from the ratings (authentic cadence minus no-cadence).

In order to check whether the correlations we report are robust, we compare the reported Pearson correlation values to Spearman rank order correlations and to iterated re-weighted
least squares regressions which weigh down data points with large residuals. The results are very similar for all three methods.

We adjust the alpha-level of the correlations’ inferential tests using the Bonferroni correction in order to control for the number of erroneous theoretical inferences. Each kind of validity is taken as an independent theoretical claim following the intuition that the assessed musical skill measure might well be valid on one dimension (e.g., discriminant validity) but not another (e.g., criterion validity). All tables and Fig 2 report uncorrected \( p \)-values while the text reports both uncorrected and corrected \( p \)-values. The latter correct for three (criterion validity), or two (discriminant and convergent validity) comparisons.

Results

Test structure

In Table 1 we show the pattern of associations of the overall brief PROMS score and its subtests with each other. Each of the subtests correlates very highly with the overall brief PROMS score (all \( r > .77 \)). Amongst each other, the subtests correlate between \( r = .46 \) and \( r = .62 \), i.e. the effect size of the association is mostly large (\( r > .5 \)) according to Cohen’s criteria [18].

Validity measures

Table 2 shows how the different validity measures correlate with each other. This assessment is of course only possible if the same participants provide information for different measures. This is not the case for all combinations of validity measures, see Table 2 (\( N = 0 \)).

The two discriminant validity measures (forward and backward digit span) are merely moderately correlated (\( r = .33 \)), justifying a distinction between short term memory (forward digit...
Fig 2. Correlation of brief PROMS total scores with validity measures. Two lines are fitted to the data, a linear fit (dark) corresponding to Pearson $r$ and a robust fit (light) corresponding to an iterated re-weighted least squares regression. Overlapping lines are plotted as a dashed dark-light line. For
span) and working memory (backward digit span). The criterion validity measures (musical training years, musicianship status, self-rated musical talent), on the other hand, are strongly correlated with each other ($r_s > .64$).

Furthermore, it is noteworthy that the correlations of musical task accuracy under divided attention with musical skill measures are somewhat greater ($r_s > .36$) than the correlations of musical task accuracy under full attention with musical skill measures ($r_s < .24$). This could reflect the different trial counts available for the two different musical skill measures. A measure with more observations (100 trials under divided attention) is probably less noisy and can therefore display a higher correlation with another variable than a measure with less observations (40 trials under full attention). Alternatively, musical training might affect attention abilities which in turn impact harmony perception. According to this speculative account, the influence of musical training on harmony perception is increased when attention is taxed because attention is differently developed for participants with different amounts of musical training.

**Discriminant validity**

Discriminant validity assesses whether tests measuring unrelated concepts do not correlate with each other. As can be seen in Table 3 and Fig 2A, the brief PROMS does not correlate with backward digit span ($r = .04, p_{uncorrected} = .71, p_{corrected} > 1$), neither do any PROMS subtests individually ($r_s \leq .100$). Even though the correlation of the PROMS total score with forward digit span reaches significance ($r = .22, p_{uncorrected} = .03, p_{corrected} = .06$, see Fig 2B), the association is weaker than for other music ability tests. These exhibit Pearson correlation coefficient values of $r \geq .4$ [3,8], i.e. beyond the 95% Confidence Interval of the association we find here (95% CI = .02–.40). When looking at the four sub-tests separately (see Table 3), it becomes clear that the tuning ($r = .05$) and tempo subtests ($r = .10$) prevent the overall brief PROMS score from correlating strongly with forward digit span. Overall, the brief PROMS shows surprisingly good discriminant validity with short term memory and working memory.

**Criterion validity**

Criterion validity assesses a test’s association with concrete criteria outside the lab, e.g. teacher assessments or attainments in music exams. We have no access to such data and therefore use three proxies instead. Following Law & Zentner [2], these are years of musical training and musicianship status (coded: nonmusician [= 1]; music-loving nonmusician [= 2]; amateur

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Pearson product moment correlations of the brief PROMS and its subtests with each other. Sample size is given in brackets.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>brief PROMS total</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brief PROMS total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>melody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tuning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The maximal absolute difference between the Pearson $r$ values reported here and their associated Spearman $\rho$ values is .038 units.

$^{***}p_{uncorrected} < .001$.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159103.t001
Evaluation of PROMS Musical Skill Measure

Table 2. Associations among the validity measures. Sample size is given in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>backward digit span</th>
<th>musical training years</th>
<th>musicianship status</th>
<th>self-rated musical talent</th>
<th>musical task accuracy (full attention)</th>
<th>musical task accuracy (divided attention)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>forward digit span</td>
<td>r_{(101)} = .326**</td>
<td>r_{(101)} = .103</td>
<td>r_{(100)} = .078</td>
<td>r_{(101)} = .135</td>
<td>N = 0</td>
<td>r_{(67)} = .148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>backward digit span</td>
<td>r_{(101)} = .016</td>
<td></td>
<td>r_{(100)} = -.096</td>
<td>r_{(100)} = .003</td>
<td>N = 0</td>
<td>r_{(67)} = .252†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musical training years</td>
<td>r_{(160)} = .647***</td>
<td>r_{(161)} = .644***</td>
<td>r_{(60)} = .156</td>
<td></td>
<td>r_{(67)} = .366**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musicianship status</td>
<td>r_{(160)} = .806***</td>
<td></td>
<td>r_{(60)} = .212</td>
<td></td>
<td>r_{(67)} = .419**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-rated musical talent</td>
<td>r_{(60)} = .230†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r_{(67)} = .420**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musical task accuracy (full attention)</td>
<td>r_{(60)} = .230†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r_{(67)} = .420**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musical task accuracy (divided attention)</td>
<td>r_{(60)} = .230†</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>r_{(67)} = .420**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The maximal absolute difference between the Pearson r values reported here and their associated Spearman rho values is .082 units.

† .05 < \rho_{uncorrected} < .1

**\rho_{uncorrected} < .01

***\rho_{uncorrected} < .001.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159103.t002

Table 3. Pearson product moment correlations of the brief PROMS and its subtests with measures of validity. Sample size is given in brackets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>brief PROMS total</th>
<th>melody</th>
<th>tuning</th>
<th>tempo</th>
<th>rhythmic accent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>forward digit span</td>
<td>r_{(97)} = .223*</td>
<td>r_{(100)} = .238*</td>
<td>r_{(100)} = .053</td>
<td>r_{(97)} = .104</td>
<td>r_{(97)} = .285**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>backward digit span</td>
<td>r_{(97)} = .039</td>
<td>r_{(100)} = .100</td>
<td>r_{(100)} = -.082</td>
<td>r_{(97)} = .005</td>
<td>r_{(97)} = .092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musical training years</td>
<td>r_{(157)} = .450***</td>
<td>r_{(160)} = .482***</td>
<td>r_{(160)} = .416***</td>
<td>r_{(157)} = .201*</td>
<td>r_{(157)} = .357***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musicianship status</td>
<td>r_{(156)} = .475***</td>
<td>r_{(159)} = .456***</td>
<td>r_{(159)} = .446***</td>
<td>r_{(156)} = .289***</td>
<td>r_{(156)} = .354***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-rated musical talent</td>
<td>r_{(157)} = .513***</td>
<td>r_{(160)} = .527***</td>
<td>r_{(160)} = .404***</td>
<td>r_{(157)} = .372***</td>
<td>r_{(157)} = .366***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musical task accuracy (full attention)</td>
<td>r_{(86)} = .364*</td>
<td>r_{(86)} = .340*</td>
<td>r_{(86)} = .425**</td>
<td>r_{(86)} = .094</td>
<td>r_{(86)} = .315*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musical task accuracy (divided attention)</td>
<td>r_{(89)} = .398**</td>
<td>r_{(86)} = .347**</td>
<td>r_{(86)} = .421**</td>
<td>r_{(89)} = .274*</td>
<td>r_{(89)} = .288**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The maximal absolute difference between the Pearson r values reported here and their associated Spearman rho values is .065 units.

*\rho_{uncorrected} < .05

**\rho_{uncorrected} < .01

***\rho_{uncorrected} < .001.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159103.t003

musician [= 3]; semiprofessional musician [= 4]; professional musician [= 5]). The third measure is self-rated musical talent (10-point Likert scale; not at all talented [= 0] to extremely talented [= 10]).

Just like Law and Zentner [2], we find a correlation between the brief PROMS and years of formal musical training (r = .45, \rho_{uncorrected} < .001, \rho_{corrected} < .001) as well as between the brief PROMS and musicianship status (r = .47, \rho_{uncorrected} < .001, \rho_{corrected} < .001), see Table 3, Fig 2C and 2D. The observed association strength is remarkably similar to that reported by Law and Zentner [2] for the correlation between the brief PROMS and years of formal musical training: r_{(39)} = .39. Going beyond associations with measures of musical training, we investigate the relation to self-rated musical talent, see Fig 2E. The moderate association strength (r = .51, \rho_{uncorrected} < .001, \rho_{corrected} < .001) suggests that the brief PROMS partly measures musical talent as understood by relatively untrained participants. All four subtests show association strengths which are not much lower (rs > .36). Overall, this analysis confirms the comparatively good criterion validity of the brief PROMS.

Convergent validity

If two tasks which measure the same construct correlate, they exhibit convergent validity. The brief PROMS correlates well with our measure of musical task accuracy which is based on
harmonic closure ratings either acquired in a full attention setting \((r = .36, p_{uncorrected} = .004, p_{corrected} = .009)\) or in a divided attention setting \((r = .40, p_{uncorrected} = .003, p_{corrected} = .006)\), see Table 3, Fig 2F and 2G.

In order to check whether the correlation between musical task accuracy and the brief PROMS is due to a third variable influencing both closure ratings and the brief PROMS, we include the self-reported musical skill measures in a partial correlation analysis. Given that musical training years, musicianship status, and self-rated musical talent are highly correlated (see Table 2), we summarize them in a single principal component which in this case accounts for 80% of the variance and is correlated with the brief PROMS \((r = .53, p < .001, \text{see Fig 2H})\).

In the case of musical task accuracy under full attention, the correlation with the brief PROMS score is still significant when self-reported musical skill measures are held constant through a partial correlation \((r_{partial} = .30, p_{uncorrected} = .019, p_{corrected} = .038)\). However, the correlation between musical task accuracy under divided attention and the brief PROMS score is no longer significant after holding self-reported musical skill measures constant \((r_{partial} = .17, p_{uncorrected} = .232, p_{corrected} = .465)\). Overall, these findings suggest that the brief PROMS truly measures musical skills rather than just the ability to compare two auditory stimuli. However, whether this result is a reflection of musical training, talent and musicianship status influencing both the brief PROMS and music harmony perception skills is ambiguous.

Construct validity

At the suggestion of an anonymous reviewer, we also include a validity measure combining all previously reported measures of validity. Westen and Rosenthal [19] propose \(r_{alerting-CV}\) and \(r_{contrast-CV}\) as measures of general construct validity. Given that not all participants contributed to all validity measures, only \(r_{alerting-CV}\) can be calculated here. It is a measure of fit between the predictions of discriminant, criterion, and convergent validity, and the observed values. It is not associated with a \(p\)-value.

The ideal pattern of correlations between validity measures and the brief PROMS is shown in Table 4's first column. We assume that discriminant validity measures should not be correlated with the brief PROMS \((r = 0)\) while criterion and convergent validity measures should correlate as highly as possible (given the test-retest reliability of the brief PROMS at \(r = .84)\). The resulting \(r_{alerting-CV}\) of .90 (the correlation between the predicted values in column 2 of Table 4 and the observed values in column 4) points to an overall very good fit between the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>predicted correlation ((r)) with brief PROMS</th>
<th>Fischer Z of predicted (r) (demeaned)</th>
<th>observed (r)</th>
<th>Fischer Z of observed (r)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>forward digit span</td>
<td>(r = 0)</td>
<td>(Z_{r_{demeaned}} = -0.872)</td>
<td>(r = .223)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>backward digit span</td>
<td>(r = 0)</td>
<td>(Z_{r_{demeaned}} = -0.872)</td>
<td>(r = .039)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musical training years</td>
<td>(r = .84)</td>
<td>(Z_{r_{demeaned}} = 0.349)</td>
<td>(r = .450)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musicianship status</td>
<td>(r = .84)</td>
<td>(Z_{r_{demeaned}} = 0.349)</td>
<td>(r = .475)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self-rated musical talent</td>
<td>(r = .84)</td>
<td>(Z_{r_{demeaned}} = 0.349)</td>
<td>(r = .513)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musical task accuracy (full attention)</td>
<td>(r = .84)</td>
<td>(Z_{r_{demeaned}} = 0.349)</td>
<td>(r = .364)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>musical task accuracy (divided attention)</td>
<td>(r = .84)</td>
<td>(Z_{r_{demeaned}} = 0.349)</td>
<td>(r = .398)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Predicted correlations between validity measures and the brief PROMS are zero for discriminant validity measures. They are the same as the test-retest validity of the brief PROMS for the criterion and convergent validity measures, following the intuition that no measure can better predict brief PROMS scores than the brief PROMS itself.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0159103.t004
ideal pattern of construct validity and the observed pattern. None of the subtests alone displays a poor fit either: melody ($r_{alerting-CV} = .84$), tuning ($r_{alerting-CV} = .98$), tempo ($r_{alerting-CV} = .71$), and rhythmic accent ($r_{alerting-CV} = .76$).

**Discussion**

There is no agreement on how to measure musical aptitude even though it provides interesting avenues for research. Newly developed measures of musical skills should be rigorously, psychometrically assessed before being widely applied, as we do here for the brief PROMS [2]. For this evaluation we focus on various measures of validity and show that on all of them the chosen measure of musical perception skills performs well. In terms of discriminant validity, its correlations with short term memory and working memory are low despite the nature of the task which asks participants to hold a stimulus in mind in order to compare it to a second stimulus. Perhaps unsurprisingly, the PROMS subtests with longer stimuli (melody and rhythmic accent) display somewhat stronger (but still weak) correlations with short term memory than the subtests with shorter stimuli (tuning, tempo).

As opposed to the weak correlations with short term memory and working memory, the associations with musical training, musicianship status, and self-rated musical talent are high. This suggests good criterion validity, meaning that the brief PROMS is associated with ‘real world’ measures of the same concept. The observed correlations might not be even higher because of the presence of musical sleepers (musically untrained people with great music perception skills, see Fig 2C or 2H top left corner) and sleeping musicians (musically trained people with surprisingly poor music perception skills, see Fig 2C or 2H bottom right corner) [2].

Furthermore, in two independent samples, brief PROMS scores correlate well with a different kind of music measure based on closure ratings of harmonic sequences. We take this as a sign of good convergent validity—the brief PROMS measures an underlying concept (musical perception skill) also measured by the closure rating task. This result is surprising because no PROMS subtest actually requires any harmonic understanding, suggesting that the brief PROMS captures a general form of musical aptitude which generalizes to unrelated tasks, as hypothesized by Law and Zentner [2]. The pattern of correlations of the subtests suggests that next to general musical aptitude there are also music perception subskills which can be more or less developed in the same person. Specifically, the harmonic judgment accuracy measure correlates well with the only subtest including chords (tuning subtest) but weakly with timing-related subtests (tempo, rhythmic accent). This suggests that the brief PROMS can, at least to some degree, measure a profile of strengths and weaknesses in music perception skills. It remains ambiguous whether this pattern of association between the brief PROMS and the harmony perception task is due to both these tasks being affected by musical training or whether the association between the brief PROMS and harmony perception goes beyond musical training. A partial correlation analysis reveals contradictory findings for two independent samples. Future research might elucidate this point.

Finally, an overall construct validity analysis [19], which combines all aforementioned patterns of association between the brief PROMS and validity measures, suggests that the brief PROMS conforms remarkably well to an ideal pattern of discriminant, criterion and convergent validity. None of the individual subtests performs poorly either. One can conclude that the brief PROMS shows good overall construct validity.

One of the PROMS subtests, the tuning subtest, which asks participants whether two chords are tuned in the same way, is noteworthy. It shows a remarkably good pattern of discriminant, convergent, criterion, and overall construct validity. It is not associated with working memory and still correlates significantly with musical training years, musicianship status, self-rated
musical talent and musical task accuracy. This subtest’s unusual performance might not just result from the short stimuli. One could speculate that by asking for a tuning judgment, participants could compare each chord to a tuning standard held in long term memory. As a result, they do not really compare the standard with the comparison stimulus, but instead simply classify each as well tuned or mistuned. With this strategy a matching classification (e.g., both chords well tuned) suggests matching standard and comparison stimuli. If this hypothesis is true, the tuning subtest depends on a culturally specific representation of tuning held in long term memory and shared among listeners of Western music. This suggests that such a subtest is a valuable part of any evaluation of music ability in Western listeners but perhaps not in non-Western listeners.

Does the promising outcome of the psychometric evaluation of the brief PROMS which we present here mean music cognition researchers should adopt this measure? We believe that the answer depends on the research question. Different musical aptitude measures offer the interested researcher different advantages. We have shown that one advantage of the brief PROMS is its very good pattern of discriminant, convergent and criterion validity. However, other considerations could also play a role. For example, some measures of musical skills are claimed to be better suited for younger [5] or musically impaired samples [1]. While others require shorter testing times of less than 20 minutes [6,8]. Yet others claim to measure a somewhat broader concept of musical sophistication which goes beyond music skills trained in formal instrument lessons [9,11]. Moreover, if the aim is to compare any results to previous studies using classical musical aptitude tests, the interested researcher is probably well advised to opt for these classical tests instead [20,21]. We hope that the results presented here help in determining which music ability measure to choose. We believe that the brief PROMS should be on the list of musical skill tests to consider.
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